
WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 5, 12:30                
THE MARLEY/POHORSKI/BURN JAZZ TRIO — Unique Jazz
The Marley/Pohorski/Burn Jazz Trio came together as like-minded musicians who were searching for some-
thing more substantial than playing casual gigs with interchangeable lineups. Their goal was to develop their 
own repertoire and unique sonic palette and in the process create music which offers audiences something 
identifiable and distinctive.  With a song list that includes fresh takes on old standards, and a sprinkling of 
original compositions, Stephen Marley (drums) Doug Pohorski (bass) and Terrigal Burn (piano) continue to 
explore the synergistic possibilities and subtle nuances of trio jazz.
 
FRIDAY OCTOBER 7, 12:30                
BILLY PACKARD — The Music of Italy
Billy got his got his first mandolin when he was a teenager and began studying Italian music with several senior 
Italian immigrant mandolin players, truly learning the music form from its source. Joining him is piano great 
Jack Bowers and bass wizard Steve Larkin.  This concert will cover Italian songs, arias, and folk tunes. Ciao!

WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 12, 12:30                        
SABROSITO — Latin Music
“Sabrosito” is centered within the traditions of Folk Mexican, Tex-Mex, and other styles of Latin music. Sa- 
brosito’s tasty arrangements and very distinctive voicing of the instruments entertain all ages and cultures. 
Their repertoire includes the exciting rhythms of the Cumbia, Ranchera, Bolero, Cha-Cha and Huapango.

FRIDAY OCTOBER 14, 12:30              
ALEX EISENBERG & MIYUKI OTANI — Classical Music
Violinist Alex Eisenberg will be joined by pianist Miyuki Otani in a afternoon of classical music with the motto 
“con espressivo “ that could be translated as “with passion.” Beloved classical pieces by Mozart, Tchaikovsky, 
Debussy and Dvorak will be expertly performed by these two internationally acclaimed musicians.

WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 19, 12:30                    
POP-E-LATION — American Pop Music from the 60s-2000s
Take a trip back in time with PopElation as they play some of the greatest hits of American pop music from 
the 60’s through the 2000’s! From the early days of folk-rock, to Motown’s signature sound, to the dawn of a 
new century, this concert is sure to bring back memories for everyone.

FRIDAY OCTOBER 21, 12:30                
3 BIG MACS & A SMALL FRY  — Caribbean Music with Steel Drum
Steel Pan master Tim Gutierrez brings his quartet to the Bay Area for a melodic trip to Argentina,Venezue-
la, Brazil, Cuba and Trinidad.  This music is a perfect match for the Bing Music Series with its melodic instru-
mentation and Caribbean-flavored cover tunes.

WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 26, 12:30                         
THE SADDLE CATS — Western Swing
The Saddle Cats are a Western Swing four-piece band that is enlivening Cowboy and Western Music with a 
singular energy and drive.  They celebrate the swing tradition of Bob Wills, Milton Brown and Spade Cooley 
with abandon, finesse and exuberant spirits.

FRIDAY OCTOBER 28, 12:30                          
ALBANY CONSORT — Classical Music
Halloween marks the transition from the light part of the year into the dark part.  How better to celebrate 
than with music that reflects darkness, strangeness and profound sadness?  But don’t think that this means 
sparse or depressing music.  On the contrary, composers have always been itching to express fully and vig-
orously any human experience they could find. Works by Vivaldi, Rebel, Tartini, Nan, and Dowland will be 
presented in this concert.

To contact the Music Program Manager, call (650) 725-2892 or email: GKaufman@stanfordhealthcare.org
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